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LessOn 6: 
missiOn ACCOmPLisHeD! 

Aim

to communicate to an audience about the

expedition day.

CURRiCULUm Links

Pupils will:

n��Create and communicate information in

the form of text, images, sound and 3D

models using a range of iCt hardware

and software where appropriate.

n��Recognise that people may manage

natural environments sustainably to suit

a purpose, and identify opportunities for

improvement in the school grounds.

keY VOCAbULARY

Audience/target audience, body language,

close up, communicate, edit, environment,

expression, lighting, long shot, mid shot,

mood, pan, piece to camera, presentation,

sound effects, tone, viewpoint, volume.

PRePARAtiOn
You will need:

n Digital cameras with photos/ footage from
expedition day.

n Computers to process images/ footage.

n Completed Reporters’ Scripts.

n Optional: News props e.g. a microphone and 
a Naomi’s News sign.

n An A3 copy of your school playground map.

n Plain white stickers.

n Photocopy Certificates for each pupil (page 31).

intRODUCtiOn
1. Lesson 6, Clip 1: Steve sets a final
challenge to share with people what
you’ve done and report back on 
the journey.

2. Explain that the children will be sharing their
expedition with an audience (e.g. a younger 
year group at an assembly, parents at a parents’
evening, visitors who will see a display).

3. Lesson 6, Clip 5: Naomi’s News
story. You can use this to look for 
tips on presentation skills.

– Where does Naomi look when presenting?

– Does she move around?

– How does she keep the audience
interested?

– What sections is the news broken into?
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mAin
1. Ask the class: How will you explain what you
found on the expedition?

2. Ask pupils to select the images/ footage and
interview questions and answers that they
would like to include in their presentation 
or display.

3. Pupils could create a visual display, showing
where the new species were found on the
map, using string to connect the Fact File
cards to the new species’ territories.

4. Ask the pupils to script, rehearse and refine 
their presentations.

PLenARY
1.Watch all of the presentations.

2. Hand out Mission Accomplished certificates.
Have an award ceremony for pupils, either at 
this stage or after the audience presentation.

3. Remind the class that expeditions have a
purpose, often relating to improving the
environment or conserving wildlife.

4. Lesson 6, Clips 2, 3, 4 and 6: Show
the class one of the clips of children
building a bug hotel, how they can look
out for hedgehogs, or the benefits of
conserving the red kite or otters.

5. Discuss as a class: What next? What have 
we found out about our environment and 
the habitats that exist? How could we
improve our environment to encourage 
more wildlife to live nearby?

6. If you would like to do more for wildlife in
your school, there are lots of resources that
can help you. See the inside back cover 
for details.

HOmeWORk
Write a letter to the School Council to give
them ideas for improving the school grounds 
for wildlife.
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